Our previous studies show that attention to painful cutaneous laser stimuli is associated with functional connectivity between human primary somatosensory cortex (SI), parasylvian cortex (PS), and medial frontal cortex (MF), which may constitute a pain network. However, the direction of functional connections within this network is unknown. We now test the hypothesis that activity recorded from the SI has a driver role, and a causal influence, with respect to activity recorded from PS and MF during attention to a laser. Local field potentials (LFP) were recorded from subdural grid electrodes implanted for the treatment of epilepsy. We estimated causal influences by using the Granger causality (GRC), which was computed while subjects performed either an attention task (counting laser stimuli) or a distraction task (reading for comprehension). Before the laser stimuli, directed attention to the painful stimulus (counting) consistently increased the number of GRC pairs both within the SI cortex and from SI upon PS (SI > PS). After the laser stimulus, attention to a painful stimulus increased the number of GRC pairs from SI > PS, and SI > MF, and within the SI area. LFP at some electrode sites (critical sites) exerted GRC influences upon signals at multiple widespread electrodes, both in other cortical areas and within the area where the critical site was located. Critical sites may bind these areas together into a pain network, and disruption of that network by stimulation at critical sites might be used to treat pain. Ó
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Introduction
The response to painful stimuli occurs in brain areas including the primary somatosensory cortex (S1), parasylvian cortex (PS, including the secondary somatic sensory cortex [ A neural network consists of neural elements, their connections, and connectional weights, which are often equated with neurons/ modules in the brain, axons, and synapses, respectively. Functional connectivity within such a network may be conceived of as the network properties that enable its modules jointly to process inputs or outputs, or both [21, 69, 84] . Synchrony between signals recorded from forebrain structures may indicate functional connectivity between these modules [88] . Studies of local field potentials (LFP) recorded directly from the brain have demonstrated significantly increased synchrony during the attention versus the distraction task [69] . Specifically, there was increased synchrony between SI and PS in the beta range (16-24 Hz) before the stimulus, and between SI and MF in the alpha range (8-16 Hz) after the stimulus.
The results of that study are consistent with a model in which SI plays a pivotal role in the processing of acute pain by receiving inputs from the periphery and then influencing activity in other pain-related structures such as the MF and PS cortex [3, 38, 82] . In addition, the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) activity before a painful stimulus is synchronous between areas including SI, anterior, and middle cingulate cortex, insula, and S2 [48] . We now test the hypothesis that activity in SI exerts a causal influence or driver role upon activity recorded from PS and MF during directed attention to the laser.
We estimated causal influences by the Granger causality (GRC) between LFPs recorded from cortical structures in response to an
